The Worlds Largest Selection of New, Used and Hard to find Mercedes-Benz Parts. See the parts
directory for a better description of the parts we carry. Whether your looking for Mercedes
interior parts, Mercedes body parts, electrical or mechanical parts we have it. We also have items
you won't find at the big box parts houses such as wood trim, gauges, mirrors, tail lights, door
handles and glove box doors, you name it we probably have it. We also have great prices on more
common items like turn signals, window switches and fuel injectors.
Our most popular items are new and used Mercedes 123 300D tail lights, Mercedes 300D turn
signals, Mercedes 300D fuel injectors, Mercedes 123 300D fuel gauge, Mercedes instrument
cluster and the Mercedes 300D glove box door. These items fit all of the 123 chassis cars including
the 230, 240 280 and the coupe and wagon versions of this chassis. We also have a wide selection
of parts for the 126 standard chassis and 126 long chassis. Including Mercedes 300SD tail light,
Mercedes 300SD turn signal, Mercedes 300SD fuel injectors, Mercedes 300SD fuel gauge,
Mercedes 300SD instrument cluster and the Mercedes 300SD glove box door. We have parts for
most of the 126 standard and long chassis cars including the 300SDL and the Gas 380, 420, 500
and 560 models. We carry a wide selection of new and used Mercedes parts, covering basic
maintenance through hard to find and out of production mechanical, interior and body parts. If
you need a part we don't show on the site (we have thousands of Mercedes parts that still haven't
made it to the website) please give us a call. We carry parts for the following Mercedes Benz cars 230E, 240D, 240TD, 280E, 280CE, 300D, 300CD, 300TD, 300SE, 300SEL, 300SD, 300SDL, 380SE,
380SEL, 420SE, 420SEL, 500SE, 500SEL, 560SE, 560SEL.

126 Long Chassis
1981-1991 Models 300SEL, 300SDL, 380SEL 420SEL, 500SEL, 560SEL

126 Standard Chassis
1981-1991 Models 300SE,SD, 380SE,SEC, 420SE, 500SE,SEC,560SE,SEC

123 Chassis
1977-1985 Models 230, 240D, 240TD, 280E 280CE, 300D, 300CD, 300TD

124Chassis
1986-1993 Models 230E, 260E, 300E, 300D, 400E 500E Pre facelift

The worlds largest selection of new, used and hard to find Mercedes-Benz 123 chassis steering
system parts. We have steering pumps and filters, steering boxes for most 123 models, steering
couplings, dampers, drag links, idler arms, tie rods and ends. We also have a wide selection of
steering column parts including steering wheels, horn pads, column locks, vacuum shut off valves
hoses and belts. If you don't see the parts you need on the website give us a call we probably have it.

A - 230 1977 - 1978 up to 056282, 240D, TD 1977 - 1983 up to 029861,
280E,CE,SE 1977 - 1981 up to 027434, 300D, CD, TD 1977 - 1985 up to
051236

B - 230 1977 - 1978 from 056283, 240D, TD 1977 - 1983 from 029862,
280E,CE,SE 1977 - 1981 from 027435, 300D, CD, TD 1977 - 1985 (B) from
051237

21pc GoThru Socket Set with Metric and SAE Sockets.
New to our specialty selection allows the bolt to pass thru
the socket and ratchet. Lets you get hard to access nuts
when a deep socket wont fit. Includes both Metric and SAE
sockets.
Sale $ 49.99

21 pc 3/8" drive Metric and SAE socket set
Great set has both metric and SAE sockets. Perfect for shop
or garage.
Metric 10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,19,22 SAE
5/16,3/8,7/16,1/2,9/16,5/8,11/16,3/4,13/16,7/8
Sale $27.99

Classic Mercedes-Benz Vehicles For Sale
We search the country for the finest classic Mercedes-Benz cars we can find, we then give these
magnificent machines the love and attention they deserve and prepare them for life with a new
owner. That new owner might be you.
If you see a car here that you would like to know more about give us a call at 909-762-3948

1984 300CD Coupe $8,500

1983 300SD $7,500

1983 300D $7,500

For more information please visit
http://www.mercedesautoworks.com

